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EVERY LOAF OF BREAD
IS A TRAGIC OF GRAINS
THAT COULD’VE
BECOME WHISKEY BUT
DIDN’T
A Whiskey Fanatic

Presenting our Whiskey Menu
with over a 100 success stories
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Single Malt (Speyside)

Single Malt (Speyside)

Balvenie 12 Year
Built in 1982 by the Grants of Glenfiddich, The Balvenie Distillery created
this Speyside single malt with a rich flavor and a smooth, dry finish.

Balvenie 14 Yr Caribbean Cask
Finished its maturation in casks, which had previously held Caribbean
rum. Vanilla and toffee notes as the rum contributes extra sweetness to
the flavors.

Benromach Organic 10 Year
This the only single malt fully certified organic. The nose is sweet and
malty, with vanilla toffee and banana emerging. The palate is creamy
with cracked pepper and sweet fruits, before a smooth and long finish.

Craggamore 12 Year
This elegant, sophisticated Speyside malt with complex aromas is
amazingly fragrant with a sweetish note and a smoky maltiness to the
finish.

Singleton Single Malt
Matured in a high proportion of American oak casks with a small portion
of European oak casks to balance the liquid. The result is an easy to
enjoy single malt with fresh fruit aromas, a sweet honeyed palate and a
creamy lingering finish.

Glendullan 25 Year
Matured for 25 years in a refill American-oak. It is a fruity dram, with
fresh notes of lime and pear contrasting against richer rhubarb,
gooseberry and brown sugar flavors.

Glenfiddich 12 Year
It is the World's Most Awarded Single Malt* Scotch whisky, matured in
American oak and European oak sherry casks for at least 12 years
creating a long, smooth and mellow finish with sweet and subtle oak
flavors.

Glenfiddich 14 Year
Officially known as the 14 Year Old Bourbon Barrel Reserve, it's aged for
a full 14 years in typical ex-bourbon casks used in the Scotch industry.
It's then transferred to be finished in new heavily-charred American oak
barrels from Louisville's prominent Kelvin Cooperage, with the intention
of imparting more of those deep bourbon qualities into a single malt. The
nose brings you in with vanilla, toffee and caramel. There is also oak and
spice, and fresh, sweet apples. The finish is drier and oakier, moderate in
length and warming, leaving you with final notes of semi-sweet
chocolate.

Glenfiddich 21 Year Grand Reserva Rum Cask

Glenlivet Triple Cask
The nose opens with notes of marzipan, which really leads the way
throughout. It is thick and sweet, with a nice smooth texture. More
sweet nuts and orchard fruits appear, adding a lovely bite. The finish is
bold and nutty, with caramelized pear and oak wood.

Macallan Quest
The Macallan Quest is a single malt drawn from four varieties of cask bourbon casks, sherry-seasoned European oak casks, sherry-seasoned
American oak casks, and hogsheads. The name is a reference to the
lengths taken by the Macallan team to source the best oak to mature
whisky in. Gentle lemon notes arrive first, with milk chocolate and
butterscotch leaping out afterwards on the nose with touches of raisin
and vanilla pod on the finish

Macallan Lumina
This is a rich whisky, which combines fruity citrus and caramel with
spicy ginger and nutmeg.

Mortlach 12 Year
It's drawn from bourbon and sherry casks, and packs a hearty punch of
meaty Mortlach-y malt at its core, supported by dried fruit and toffee
notes. Damson, toasted almond, cinder toffee and heavy barley on the
nose with a bit jammy, a bit nutty, some lingering citrus oils cutting
through on the finish.

Single Malt (Campbell Town)
Glen Scotia Victoriana
Is finished in charred-oak casks, bottled at 51.5%. This has notes of
spice and vanilla with a smoky finish.

Springbank 10 Year
Matured in a combination of bourbon and sherry casks, it is perfectly
balanced from the first sip through to the full, rich finish, which is sweet,
with a lingering salty tingle.

Single Malt (Highland)
Aberfedy 16 Year
Is finished in Oloroso Sherry casks, imparting juicy sweetness to the
whisky Raisins and cinnamon at first, before moving onto butterscotch,
caramel and apple slice.

Jura The Loch 30 Year

Matured for 21 yrs and finished in handpicked selected Caribbean rum
casks gives it exotic notes of ginger, fig, lime and banana and a vibrant
spicy toffee warmth. It is a Great combination of sweet, fruit and wood.

Initially matured in American oak casks before being finished in casks
that previously held 30-year-old Pedro Ximénez sherry. Thick caramel
and treacle, balanced by a hint of peat smoke. Lasting zesty citrus peel
notes. Robust spices kick in on the finish.

Glenfiddich Select Cask

Isle Of Skye Talisker 10 Year

Glenfiddich Select Cask is comprised of whisky from select casks. These
whiskies are then married together in a Solera vat, resulting in a rich single
malt packed with orchard fruit, chewy caramels and cracked black
pepper.

A fresh and fragrant nose. Through thick, pungent smoke comes sweet
pear and apple peels, with pinches of maritime salt from kippers,
seaweed.

Glenmorangie 10 Year
Glenlivet 12 Year
Smooth, balanced, fruity, balanced with strong pineapple notes, long
finish and creamy.

Soft, clean and refreshing: lemon sherbert and apricots, with honeyed
fruit and a touch of toffee and vanilla. Gentle and satisfying on the nose
with a honeyed fruit that fades softly, and the finish is whistle-clean.
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Single Malt (Highland)

Single Malt (Islay)

Glenmorangie 12 Year
This elegant non drill-filtered single malt is matured in bourbon cask
then again in Ruby Port casks and is defined by notes of mint and dark
chocolate.

Glenmorangie Lasanta
This is the 12 year old, Sherry cask finished expression from
Glenmorangie, the Lasanta. It first matures in bourbon casks before
being moved over to Oloroso and Pedro Ximénez Sherry casks for a
finishing period. Plenty rich and creamy with dark chocolate, dried fruit
and fresh honey.

Bunnahabhain 12 Year
Earthy malt, apple cider spice, sherry-like dried dark fruit, cocoa and a
frosting sweetness with a touch of orange peels on the nose with a long
fruity fade complimented with notes of malt, cocoa, spice and a touch of
smoky char finish.

Caol Ila 12 Year
Fresh, herbal. Rubbed peppermint leaves, stemmy, damp grass, smoky.
Oily, cigar leaves, smoked ham, hickory on the nose with a long, peppery,
spicy warmth, smoke on the finish

Lagavulin 16 Year
Glen Garioch Single Malt
Floral Honey, Vanilla, lots of Malt, Toffee and Buttery Apple Pastries on
the nose and a taste of creamy Toffee, Buttery Malt, Vanilla, Chocolate
Orange, Lemon and zingy Lime.

Highland Park 12
Fresh, clean and very aromatic. Floral notes abound the senses with a
light grassiness. Notes of creamy Manuka honey and a touch of juicy
citrus with cream and a well-balanced sweetness on the nose with a
peppery spice and wood shavings finish.

Orkney Highland Park 18
A profusion of ripe floral notes and fresh blossom with a delectable fruit
salad. Notes of honeyed exotic fruits with a little botrytis.

A much sought-after single malt with the massive peat-smoke that's
typical of southern Islay - but also offering richness and a dryness that
turns it into a truly interesting tipple. The 16 year old has truly become a
benchmark Islay dram from the Lagavulin distillery.

Port Askaig Sherry Cask 15 Year
Matured in first-fill oloroso-sherry casks, this 15-year-old whisky has a
silky texture with excellent balance between sweetness and stony
smoke, and hints of violets and lemon sherbet.

Laphroaig 10 Year
Really smoky and iodine rich. This has to be one of Scotland's most
characterful drams. Laphroaig are known for their medicinal malts, and
the classic 10 year old is no exception. This is a full-bodied, smoky gem,
with a residual sweetness and a hint of salt amid the sea weedy, peaty
characters before a long warming finish.

Dalmore 12 Year
Dalmore 12 is aged for the first nine years in American white oak exbourbon casks, before half is transferred to ex-oloroso sherry casks for
the final three years. The result is a whisky with a combination of
sweetness and rich, sherried flavours.

Glengoyne 25 Year
Introduced in early 2014, this is a 25-year-old single malt from the
Glengoyne distillery - an addition to their core range. The Highlands
distillery uses unpeated malt for this whisky, which is then matured for a
quarter of a century in Sherry casks. Notes of red fruits and cracked black
pepper on the finish

Oban 14 years old
Founded in 1794, Oban Distillery overlooks the Firth of Lorn in a great
location for single malt with the perfect balance between Highland and
Islay.

Single Malt (Islay)
Ardbeg 10 years

Single Malt (Lowland)
Auchentoshan 3 Wood
From American Bourbon to Spanish Oloroso Sherry - and finally Pedro
Ximenez Sherry casks - this is a rich, complex whisky with toffee and
sherry flavours. Three Wood makes a cracking Auchentoshan & Ale, a
mean Old Fashioned and a damn fine dram. Cooked fruit, sherry, toffee,
a rum-like quality and notes of Bas Armagnac. Rich. Liqueur cherries in
dark chocolate, notes, balanced with a green fruit Edge.

Auchentoshan 21 Year
Triple distilled and aged perfectly for over twenty-one years in American
bourbon and Spanish sherry casks. This creates a refined Lowland Single
Malt Whisky, ripe with gooseberries, sweet creamy vanilla, a hint of oak,
warm honey, and the signature smooth, delicate, Auchentoshan taste.

Haig Club Clubman
The Clubman, a single grain Scotch whisky distilled at Cameronbridge
and matured in ex-bourbon casks, vanilla, nougat and caramel notes

Ardbeg Ten Years Old is revered around the world as the peatiest,
smokiest, most complex single malt of them all. Yet it does not flaunt the
peat; rather it gives way to the natural sweetness of the malt to produce
a whisky of perfect balance. Named World Whisky of the Year in 2008.

Glenkinchie 20 Year

Bowmore 18 Year

Sovereign 30 Year

A comparatively recent release from Bowmore, the 18 year old was
launched in January of 2007 to replace the 17 year old. A perfumed, fruity
offering from the Islay distillery with a seville marmalade, blossom, dark
peat finish

Aged for three full decades in a single refill ex-bourbon cask the nose is
fruity with some vinyl notes and earth tones beneath. The palate is light
and creamy, with notes of boiled sweets, before a creamy coconut finish.

Grassy and floral notes mingle in a delightful Lowland style. Apples and
pears join in, along with lemon zest. Finish: Twenty years spent
slumbering in refill oak casks bring a curl of tobacco.
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Blended (Speyside)

Blended (Lowland)

Royal Salute

Haig Dimple 15 Year

Blended from whiskies matured for at least 21 years. This expression is
bottled in porcelain flagons, produced by Wade porcelain, incorporating
the image of Robert the Bruce and bearing a Gaelic motto, which
translates as "fidelity, stability since 180. A wonderful nose full of nuts
and fruit, with a slight hint of bitter dark chocolate and caramel.
The nutty tang intertwines with ripe, juicy fruits.

Medium-body with warming notes of spice and caramel. Well balanced
with smooth notes of honey and finished of fudge and oak.

Scallywag 13 Year
The nose is big, dark, distinctly sherried, raisin-y with home-baked
fruitcake and molasses to the fore. Palate-wise, the sweet dark sherry
opens, with hints of vanilla, nutmeg and ginger mixing with rich cereal
tones: all of which combine in the still spiced finish offering a long and
wagging tail end of mocha.

Blended (Highland)

J&B
Fresh, grassy and nutty on the nose, J&B offers malt, spice, fruit salad
and sweet grains on the well-balanced palate. The blend contains more
than 40 individual whisky, with Speyside malts at its core.

Johnny Walker Blue
Johnnie Walker's most prestigious whisky. Probably THE most famous
super-premium blend, made up of the finest old-aged malt and grain
whiskies. A mellow, rounded nose, with a dry smokiness (a Johnnie
Walker signature flavor) mixed with raisin sweetness on the nose and a A
rich and uniquely long and satisfying finish of smoke and pepper, ending
with a glorious touch of spice on the finish.

Johnny Walker Aged 18 Year

Chivas Regal
Is the classic deluxe blend with a malty sweetness and a trace of
peatiness.

Dewars 12 Years
A heady note of juicy fruit and thick, creamy malt. Floral and quite sweet
with notes of toasted barley, almond and a tinge of honey.

Blended (Lowland)
Ballantines 12 Year
The key ingredients in the Ballantines blends are Miltonduff and
Glenburgie as well as whisky from around fifty other distilleries. Nose
with fruit salad and sherry, mixed nuts and a gentle spice and fruitcake
finish.

Whiskey Bells

Made with up to 18 different whiskies including Cardhu, Glen Elgin,
Auchroisk and Blair Athol. A wonderfully rich aroma, combining notes of
rich, sweet fruit with hints of toffee and caramel and a lingering finish
with hints of dark chocolate, citrus peel and a very light, aromatic
smoke.

Johnny Walker Gold
Honey and heather with thick caramel notes and a subtle nutmeg spice.
Dried meadow flowers and a hint of fresh banana on the nose with a
Long, sweet and toffee-like finish.

Johnny Walker Black
Nose of winter spice and treacle, hints of white pepper and a little citrus
and a finish, which is fruity and long with a note of sultanas and mixed
peels.

Johnny Walker Red

UK's most popular blended whisky, with a focus on the malt of Blair
Athol in Pitlochry. Quite smooth, medium body palate with barley and
cereals with nut oils, hints of wood and spice. Notes of fruitcake and
smoke on the finish.

Oaky, malt-heavy nose, a hint of raisin bread, disinfectant, bandages,
solvent notes. A touch of wispy smoke, rather thin finish with a medium
burn on the finish.

Cutty Sark Prohibition Edition

.

Cutty Sark Prohibition Edition has been crafted as a salute to the
notorious Captain William McCoy, who smuggled Cutty Sark blended
Scotch whisky into America during the Prohibition era of the 1920s.
Clean; balanced Palate and lively with vanilla ice cream and caramel,
Smooth; vibrant, sweet and uplifting finish.

Famous Grouse Blackgrouse Alpha Edition
On the nose the first display is sherbet sweet. Deeper exploration
provides warmth and richness, before a lingering, velvety, smouldering,
smoke-filled finish

Famous Grouse
Famous Grouse is a very nicely balanced, malty blend, which was first
made in 1896. A crisp, light nose offering up notes of toffee apples, hints
of dried flowers and biscuity barley.
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Single Grain

Blended

Green Spot Single Pot Still
A delightful combination of fruit, toffee and malt clean, with a smattering of
apple and pear.

Red Breast 12 Year
Nutty, rich and oily. There are notes of dried peels, ginger, linseed and
cut fruits including a touch of melon.

Whisky Irish Malt Teeling Single Malt
This Irish whiskey is crafted from a unique combination of whiskies aged
up to 23 years in five different wine casks: Sherry, Port, Madeira, White
Burgundy and Cabernet Sauvignon. It is delightfully complex with dried
cherry and mango, citrus zest, vanilla, and baking spices and with a
Long, dry, and lightly sweet finish.

Jameson Select Reserve Black Barrel
Has lots of first-fill bourbon and sherry casks in the mix, giving it a much
richer flavour than regular Jameson, with a strong sherried note.

Bushmills Black Bush
Bushmills Black Bush features a lot of sherried malt in its recipe,
alongside classically caramel-y grain whiskey. Over-ripe grape and light
citrus on the nose. A touch of toffee and peanut on the nose with a
Digestive biscuit, cooked plum and orange oil finish.

Old Bushmill
It is the world´s oldest licensed distillery. Smoother, lighter and
smokiness finish.

Tullamore Dew 12 Year
Kilbeggan Single Grain
Sponge cake, apricot, icing sugar on the nose and a fizzy oak, lime peel
and vanilla finish.

A deep spice flavor with a robust yet creamy body cloaked in a definite
chocolaty note. Dried fruits and nut accompany the chocolate, giving a
veritable praline note in the taste.
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Single Malt

Single Malt

Tazmania Hellyers Road Slightly Peated
The Hellyers Road distillery in Tasmania creates this expression by
blending its Original (unpeated) single malt with a small portion of its
Peated single malt - hence "Slightly Peated". Orange peel and coconut
ice. A subtle waft of mineral-rich smoke on the nose and a slightly
coastal, but still rich in orchard fruit finish.

Armorik Single Malt Classic
Vanilla and malty sweetness accompanied by some nice fruity notes, a
touch of spice, citrus and marzipan on the nose with a Medium fade of
honey, fruit, malt and vanilla finish.

INDIA

CANADA
Blended & Rye
Canadian Club Classic 12 Year
Aged for 12 years - the extra 6 years maturing in wood produces a darker
spirit with more of the traditional characteristics of aged whiskies and a
richer, more aromatic flavor.

Crown Royal Deluxe
Crown Royal Deluxe is the standard of excellence for Canadian whiskey.
It is an extraordinary blend of 50 full-bodied Canadian whiskeys,
matured to perfection. Delicately smooth and creamy with hints of oak
and the sweet flavor of vanilla with a long and lingering finish.

J.P Wiser 18 Year
A full-flavored 18-Year-Old Canadian whisky from Wiser's, one of the
best-selling brands in its home country, balancing bold flavors against
softer toasted grains

Single Malt
Amrut Single Cask Strength
Aroma of intense caramel, malt, dark chocolate and oak that gives way
to notes of vanilla, espresso beans, smoke and a touch of honey on the
palate.

Paul John Classic Select Cask
Matured in ex-bourbon barrels and bottled without chill-filtration at
cask strength. A big, meaty nose. Stewed apples and pears, freshly
baked sponge cake, golden barley and a pinch of salt on the finish.

Blended
Amrut Raj Igala
Made with Punjabi malted barley and aged in casks which previously
matured bourbon. The nose opens with pear and peach. Developing notes
of toasted oak stave and vanilla-rich barley. A Lasting warmth of peat and
a subtly sweet touch of liquorice finish.

Seagrams V.O.
Spicy and creamy, medium-bodied with honey, caramel and coffee. A
touch of orange marmalade and pannacotta

Pig Rye 10 Year
An initial herbal note interacts with a minty note, vanilla and cinnamon.
Spices are the most prominent flavors Vanilla, chocolate and maple
syrup bring back the sweetness along with some gentle oak and candied
orange peels. A lingering spice finish.

Canadian Club Classic 12 Year
Aged for 12 years - the extra 6 years maturing in wood produces a darker
spirit with more of the traditional characteristics of aged whiskies and a
richer, more aromatic flavor.

JAPAN
Single Grain & Single Malt
The Chita, Single Grain
Whisky matured in a combination of Sherry, bourbon and wine casks.
Honeydew melon, citrus and honey'd cereal on the nose with a Medium
length, rather zesty finish.

Blended

Seagrams V.O.
Spicy and creamy, medium-bodied with honey, caramel and coffee. A
touch of orange marmalade and pannacotta.

Glen Breton Rare (Canada)
Bright gold color the nose is fragrant with apricot, honey and orange
blossom; the palate is rich with toasted cereal, light cherry and roasted
nut flavors.

Suntori Hibiki Harmony 17 Year
Ten malt and grain whiskies that are aged in 5 different types of oak,
including the incredibly rare Japanese Mizunara oak.Woodiness runs
throughout the whisky and expresses both sandalwood and spices –
gently ginger, more pronounced cinnamon.
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Blended

Bourbon

Nikka Taketsuru 17 Year
This is a great 17-year-old blended malt named for Nikka's founder, the
whisky-pilgrim Masataka Taketsuru. Medium-length, slightly
bittersweet, oak, fruit and cocoa finish.

Nikka Miyagikyo
Miyagikyo Single Malt is described as soft and fruity.
Using less peaty malt, this whisky is distilled in a pot still heated by
indirect steam at a low temperature. Miyagikyo Single Malt has an
elegant fruitiness and a distinctive aroma with a strong Sherry cask
influence.

Yamaazakura 963 8 Year
An 8-year-old blended malt whisky, released as part of the 963 series of
expressions, made completely using malt whisky. Apricot and pear nose,
with a hint of malted milk biscuits and subtly spicy on the finish.

SOUTH AFRICA
Bain’s Cape Mountain Single Grain
Made from 100% South African corn and mature in first fill Bourbon
casks. On the nose opens like a light bourbon, a bit vaporous with some
oaky tones and a sweet vanilla frosting note. There is good balance
between oak tannin and the sweetness of corn on the finish.

SWEDEN
Mackmyra Svensk Rok
One of the fine offerings from Swedish distillery Mackmyra. This is their
smoky, peaty expression, it is unequivocally fragrant and rich, with hints
of vanilla, oak and even juniper smoke wafting in.

Mackmyra Svensk Bruks
Fresh and clean aroma, with vanilla and citrus notes dominating (lemon
peel in particular). Green apple and pear, plus cherries (which is
distinctive) on the nose with a lingering spiciness finish especial
cinnamon and a hint of black cracked pepper.

Blanton’s Single Barrel Straight
The taste profile is sweet, with notes of citrus and oak. The creamy vanilla
nose is teased with caramel and butterscotch, all underscored by familiar
baking spices such as clove, nutmeg, or cinnamon. Blanton’s Original set
the standard for single barrel bourbons in 1984

Bulleit Bourbon Straight
Cinnamon and nutmeg spiced sandalwood, leather, corn on the cob and
vanilla on the nose with a long rye spiced finish.

Eagle Rare 10 Year
Eagle Rare is known for its smooth taste and its woody aroma, Complex
aromas of toffee, hints of orange peel, herbs, honey, leather and oak.
Bold, dry, oaky flavors with notes of candied almonds and very rich cocoa.

Elijah Craig 12 Yr
Quite thick and full. There is a beautiful sweetness with notes of toasty
oak, toffee, spicy stewed fruits, a touch of resin and a lovely crème
anglaise character.

Four Roses Bourbon
It has a floral aroma and has rosy, grainy, and spicy undertones with a bit
of a honey twist. The taste is crisp, smooth, and soft at the same time,
marked by vanilla, pear, apple, and notes of oak that gently melt into the
fruits. It finishes with a soothing smoothness that is semi-dry and holds
hints of spicy orange.

Jack Daniels Black Label
The spirit is filtered through 10 feet of sugar maple charcoal to produce a
mellow, slightly smoky character, thus making it Tennessee whiskey.
Light with plenty of sweetness. There are hints of dry spice and oily nuts,
a touch of smoke.

Jim Beam
Brings an oaky nose with lots of caramel and vanilla notes and a long,
smooth finish with a hint of sweetness.

Makers Mark
Fruity and rich. There are lovely notes of spiced honey and mixed peels, a
little malmsey, hazelnut and a touch of cut fruit with toasty oak providing
a backbone.

TAIWAN
Wild Turkey 100 Proof
Kavalan Single Malt
Fragrant and tropical fruits with floral notes, vanilla and mango on the
nose with a touch of allspice, vanilla and fragrant pear skin on the finish.

A strong blend of toffee and caramel with a hardy amount of alcohol scent
is present. Spice and vanilla provide a nice base with additional layers of
toasted oak and butterscotch on the nose. The medium-length biting
finish gives way to a slightly dry aftertaste. Spice, pepper, and oak
dominate over the palate’s sweeter notes on the finish.

Kavalan Distillery Select
Kavalan Distillery Select, a single malt celebrating the craftsmanship of
Master Blender Ian Chang. It's been aged in refill casks and boasts all
the fruity hallmarks of a classic Kavalan. Sweet aromas of tropical fruit,
namely mango and banana, buttery caramel with a floral undertone on
the nose and a Lingering stewed fruit, butterscotch and more vanilla on
the finish.

Koval Rye
Full bodied, cinnamon, rye and baking spices, finish with sweet touches
of vanilla, honey, caramel and a hint of spice.
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Bourbon
Woodford Reserve
Woodford Reserve introduces itself with a light to moderate sweet honey
and vanilla notes with equal amounts of charred wood and dried corn. It’s
a bready and grainy scent followed by a pinch of mint, fruits, and nut.
Light flavors of sweet honey infused with mint appear first followed by
peppery and sharp wood that tingle the taste buds. Woodford’s finish
starts lightly sweet from honey and vanilla with lingering wood dryness.
The sweetness stays about the same after “chewing” with a little burnt
wood that turns into fading mintiness.

Rye
Koval Rye
Full bodied, cinnamon, rye and baking spices, finish with sweet touches
of vanilla, honey, caramel and a hint of spice.

Blended
Seagrams 7 Crown
Almond, caramel and a hint of pink wafer biscuits on the nose with a
Brown sugar, corn, white pepper and light oak on the palate and hints of
menthol on the finish.
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